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PUBLISH OR PERISH:
WHY THE CMO MUST BECOME
A PUBLISHER TO DRIVE GROWTH
Driving top-line growth is the number one CEO mandate to the CMO, according
to Forbes Insights research. Yet most marketing executives struggle to achieve
that objective. According to D&B’s CMO Rishi Dave, only 30% of all companies
achieved growth of any kind over the past year.
espite a growing economy and lengthening
CMO tenure, according to Spencer Stuart,
marketing remains a challenging discipline.
Why?
Ever-evolving digital channels, social media and
mobile devices have fractured the impression-based,
media model of marketing. In turn, customers are
more informed about your company or its products
and services than ever, creating a more complex buyer
journey. What’s a marketer to do?
Content that travels across digital and mobile
channels, is easily discoverable and informs, delights,
educates, entertains and provides a point of differentiation is the order of the day. Content truly is king today.

And while content marketing is still a nascent practice, marketers already allocate some 25% of their
budgets to content creation and will spend over $10
billion on native advertising in 2015. Overall spending on digital marketing will grow to $43 billion in the
next two years, according to Forrester Research.
Transitioning from an advertising to a publishing
model is already under way. Simultaneously, so is the
process of better connecting marketing content to sales
as the distinctions between sales and marketing continue to narrow.
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“Content marketing and sales enablement
now collide in a bewildering array of technologies and opportunities,
creating huge opportunities for some and uncertainty for most.”

Companies are spending billions transforming their
marketing and sales performance by executing value
selling, sales enablement and targeting analytics strategies. Spending on skills, content and technologies
that help salespeople consistently sell value over price,
navigate an increasingly complex buying process and
communicate customer value messages is on the rise.
For example, last year business investment in sales
training and CRM each exceeded $20 billion.
Content marketing and sales enablement now
collide in a bewildering array of technologies and
opportunities, creating huge opportunities for some
and uncertainty for most.
The paradigm shift to publishing is not yet well
understood. Our ongoing research in this arena suggests that CMOs are not yet very good at managing,
distributing and “optimizing” the content they create—a process now critical to growing the top line.
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The challenge of managing, distributing and tracking the performance of marketing content has emerged
as a hidden pain point for most CMOs because it is not
yet a mature discipline with a clear enterprise strategy,
business case, or ownership and governance.
To help sales and marketing leaders get the most
impact from their investment in marketing and sales
content, the Forbes CMO Practice has undertaken this
best practices research and is actively educating marketers about practical ways they can fix the content
problem.
We trust you will find this report a valuable guide to
managing your journey to becoming a brand publisher.

— Bruce H. Rogers

I
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Nearly every large enterprise today is increasing its investment in marketing
content and deploying systems for distributing content through social, mobile,
digital marketing and sales channels. But most organizations are making these
investments without a clear enterprise strategy, a business case or ownership
by marketing leadership. As a result, the cost and complexity of marketing is
on the rise, and the formula for growth has shifted from advertising to contentintensive marketing. This research study confirms that there is a new bottom
line in marketing: the CMO needs to become a publisher if the enterprise wants
to succeed.
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Five Reasons Brand Publishing Is
Critical to the Success of the CMO
1. Growth. Brand publishing accelerates
growth by providing the fuel that runs modern
sales and marketing programs as well as sales,
marketing and media campaigns.
2. Speed to market. Brand publishing increases
speed and agility by streamlining the process for
creating and delivering insights and offerings to
customers.
3. Return on investment. Brand publishing
increases the return on marketing technology,
sales enablement and earned, owned and paid
media investments.
4. Management time. Brand publishing
reduces the time, hassle and complexity of
managing content operations at scale in a large
enterprise.

Over

90%

of CMOs

agree that their organizations
must develop a publishing function
in order to execute their growth
agenda and manage the rising
cost and complexity of
content operations.

5. Customer experience. Brand publishing
delivers personalized customer experiences,
valuable conversations and engaging entertainment by providing the high-quality and wellorganized content that supports them.

Publishing

—defined as the production,
management, distribution and optimization of marketing and sales content at scale—has now become
essential to the future growth of every business and
critical to the job of every CMO.
Publishing has emerged as a management competency critical to the success of the digital marketing,
social media and sales enablement programs that drive
growth. Marketing executives overwhelmingly agree
that without effective marketing content—including
videos, white papers, collateral, articles, case studies,
blogs and training—these advanced sales and marketing systems will not produce the results they need.
Over 90% of CMOs agree that their organizations
must develop a publishing function in order to execute their growth agenda and manage the rising cost
and complexity of content operations. Many CMOs
have begun the process of transitioning to a publishing model so they can sustainably create the content
needed to achieve their growth goals. Leaders are reengineering outdated marketing processes, adding new
publishing skills, editorial management structures and
technology platforms.
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But most marketing executives don’t know how to
apply the principles of publishing to their marketing
operations—and they want help. CMOs are looking
for more-effective ways to deliver highly personalized
and engaging content across sale, marketing and media
channels. They want to understand how a new array of
technologies can help them produce and manage content at the scale needed to support growth sustainably
and cost effectively.
An expert team commissioned by Forbes surveyed
380 global marketing executives and 50 subject matter
experts to identify the seven things a CMO needs to do
well to reengineer the enterprise’s marketing content
supply chain and transition its marketing operations
to a publishing model. This in-depth analysis explains
how and where technology can simplify, streamline
and automate content operations and offers guidance
for picking the right solutions and partners.
This executive summary outlines these findings,
and the body of this report explores them in detail.

THE SEVEN POINTS OF CONTROL,
LEVERAGE AND SCALE IN THE
ENTERPRISE PUBLISHING PROCESS

Exhibit 6

To help marketing leaders effectively evolve their marketing operations to a publishing model, this research analysis uncovered the seven key points of control,
leverage and scale in the enterprise publishing process. Leading marketing and
publishing organizations have zeroed in on these key points to identify the best
ways to reduce cost and complexity as they grow their publishing organization.
The Seven Points of Control, Leverage and Scale in the Enterprise Publishing Process
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These seven points of control, leverage and scale are outlined below and
explained in greater detail in the body of this analysis. They include:
1. Content planning. Marketers are using technology to enable an editorial structure and facilitate crossfunctional content planning, investment and collaboration across the enterprise.
2. Content sourcing. Marketers are using technology to establish a centralized content sourcing control
point, streamline the process of managing large teams of content creators and automate the enforcement
of content standards from corporate marketing.
3. Content targeting. Marketers are leveraging technology to impose well-structured targeting taxonomies
and establish common customer profile data to improve content utilization, relevance, personalization
and performance.
4. Content governance. Marketers are using technology tools and solutions to provide corporate marketing
greater control of the quality and compliance of marketing content assets across large, complex
enterprises.
5. Content assembly. Marketers are using technology to systematize the planning, production and
assembly of modular content elements into highly effective marketing content assets that are easy to
personalize, distribute and reuse.
6. Content distribution. Marketers are putting in place systems, managers and processes for coordinating,
delivering and tracking content across a wide variety of digital sales, marketing and media touch points.
7. Content measurement. Marketers are establishing analytics, tracking and reporting to better
understand, measure and optimize core content economics in one place—including speed, cost to sell,
utilization and impact.

Marketing executives who understand these “hot
spots” in the publishing process can simplify, prioritize and focus their investments in people, process
change and technology for the most impact. For example, these seven points of leverage make it much clearer
to executive leadership how and where they can leverage technology to manage, systematize and optimize
their marketing content supply chains. In addition, this
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publishing process viewpoint provides an objective
lens to help marketing executives evaluate the many
software purchases, platform acquisitions and process
redesigns they will need to consider as they make the
transition from advertiser to publisher.

HOW TO BETTER MANAGE AND OPTIMIZE
MARKETING CONTENT OPERATIONS
To successfully create and manage content at that level of scale, best-in-class
marketers are systematizing their content operations and fundamentally shifting the content cost and performance curve. To help marketing executives
execute, this analysis outlines the keys to reengineering, systematizing and
automating marketing content operations and establishing a scalable enterprise publishing process.
his in-depth best practices analysis is designed
to teach CMOs—and their direct reports—
the steps they need to take to successfully
simplify, streamline and automate their publishing processes. It will explain in detail how to:
1. Streamline the production, management, distribution and optimization of marketing content
across the business.
2. Understand how and where technology can
create leverage and scale in the enterprise publishing process.
3. Create and communicate to their peers a vision
and roadmap for making the transition to a publishing model.
4. Prioritize the top short- and long-term actions
they will need to take to make the transition to
a publishing model.

This analysis is designed to help marketing executives lead the transformation of their organizations
from advertising to a publishing model. It includes:
r 5IFTFWFOLFZQPJOUTPGDPOUSPM MFWFSBHFBOE
TDBMFJOUIFFOUFSQSJTFQVCMJTIJOHQSPDFTT
r 5IF  UPQ UFDIOPMPHJFT UP FOBCMF UIF QSPEVDUJPO  NBOBHFNFOU BOE EJTUSJCVUJPO PG
NBSLFUJOHDPOUFOU
r 5IF  UFDIOPMPHZ QBSUOFST NPTU RVBMJêFE UP
IFMQ UIF $.0 FTUBCMJTI B QVCMJTIJOH UFDIOPMPHZSPBENBQ
r 7FOEPSTFMFDUJPOHVJEBODFUIBU$.0TDBOVTF
UP TPSU  SBOL BOE QSJPSJUJ[F UIFJS UFDIOPMPHZ
BQQSPBDI
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ABOUT THIS STUDY:
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
AND METHODOLOGY
The Publish or Perish research report was created to teach marketing executives publishing best practices and a proprietary methodology for organizing,
optimizing and systematizing enterprise-wide publishing processes to get the
greatest top-line impact from their investment in marketing content.
his comprehensive research initiative is based
on a quantitative and qualitative survey of
marketing executives from around the world,
as well as interviews with over 50 subject matter experts, and an in-depth analysis of over a thousand
marketing technology solutions with the ability to
enable aspects of the brand publishing process.
This report outlines best practices for managing, systematizing and optimizing content operations,
uncovered in hundreds of ongoing hours of research
into the latest brand publishing best practices, skills,
technologies and competencies.
This initiative was headed and
authored by 4UFQIFO %JPSJP,
who is the chief analyst of the
Forbes CMO Practice, an established authority in go-to-market
innovation, and the director of the
Brand Publishing Institute. For the
last 25 years, Diorio has worked with over 100 marketing
leaders to execute leading-edge go-to-market strategies.
He authored the book Beyond e: 12 Ways Technology Is
Transforming Sales and Marketing Strategy (McGraw-Hill).
To define and execute this best practices analysis,
Diorio engaged a distinguished advisory panel with
decades of experience in publishing processes, content strategy, CMO leadership and digital publishing.
The advisory panel lent its expertise, experience and
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insights about how leading marketers are successfully
navigating the transition to a publishing model and
how the role of the CMO will need to evolve to support content operations at scale. The panel includes the
following experts:
r , BUIZ#BVHINBO is an expert in content strategy,
a principal at ComBlu, a leading content strategy
consultancy, and the author of ComBlu’s e-books
Content Supply Chain and The Alchemy of Content.
r #SBE.D-BOF is a leading authority on CMO leadership and heads the CMO practice at RSR Partners,
an executive search and leadership consulting firm.
r #SVDF3PHFST is the chief insights officer for Forbes
Media and head of the Forbes CMO Practice. He is
a sought-after speaker and presenter on the topics
of branding, content optimization, thought leadership content, online marketing and the affluent
marketplace.
r . JDIBFM %VHBO is the chief technology officer of
Forbes Media and is an expert in publishing technology and a developer of the Forbes Falcon publishing
platform.

This report delivers a comprehensive set of original
primary research on brand publishing best practices, as
well as an assessment of the leading companies’ publishing platform and solutions landscape. To develop a
complete picture of the most recent brand publishing
trends, performance levels, management practices and
technology solutions, Forbes Insights undertook four
parallel sets of original primary research in the third
quarter of 2015. These included:
A Forbes Insights survey of 368 senior-level marketing executives who have responsibility for content
operations to identify trends, benchmarks and best
practices for publishing, managing and distributing
content at scale.

2 Qualitative interviews with 25 marketing exec-

utives from leading global corporations to identify
trends, benchmarks and best practices for publishing,
managing and distributing content at scale in corporate marketing.

About the Forbes CMO Practice
With competencies in publishing, editorial management, digital media, native advertising and advanced
CMSs, Forbes Media is uniquely qualified to help marketing executives lead the transformation of their organizations from an advertising to a brand publishing
model. Our CMO Practice offers marketing executives
networking and advisory services, as well as skill development programs grounded in the time-tested success
and insights from 98 years of publishing evolution and
success at Forbes. We offer a collaborative approach
from insight to implementation, including CMO events,
forums, best practices research, and executive educational workshops and certification programs.
Forbes Media is a 98-year-old publishing enterprise that
has built the structures, systems and competencies to
succeed in the new era of brand publishing at scale. The

3 Interviews with over 50 subject matter experts on

publishing systems we have created now support 30

brand publishing, content strategy and the best practices necessary to streamline and automate content
operations and execute a publishing model in a corporate marketing environment.

editorial channels, over 150 staff writers, nearly 2,000

4 An analysis of over 500 marketing technology
solutions to identify the top 100 best-of-breed brand
publishing solutions and the handful of technology
partners with the breadth of solutions, experience and
execution capabilities to help the CMO define a roadmap for enabling brand publishing with technology.

Forbes has drawn upon its experience in executing and

Secondary research supports these findings, validating the marketing best practices, success stories,
benchmarks and recommendations in this report as
well as the technology solution analysis. The appendix
documents all research sources.

providers to outline how the CMO can learn from and

creators and 30 million engaged readers who transact
with us to comment on, append or create new content—
all with one voice.

evolving the publishing model to create a blueprint
that will help CMOs build publishing competencies,
processes and systems into their sales, marketing and
service operations. Our team has worked with internal
and external experts, leading marketers and technology
adapt our publishing systems to build a similar management system for creating, managing and distributing
content at scale within a corporate marketing organization. The result is a strategic roadmap for enabling your
organization with the skills, processes and systems to
generate highly effective marketing content at scale and
better support modern marketing.
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ABOUT THE FORBES CMO PRACTICE
The Forbes CMO Practice offers marketing executives networking and advisory services
and skill development programs grounded in the time-tested success and insights from
98 years of publishing evolution and success at Forbes.

Bruce Rogers
Head of CMO Practice and Chief Insights Officer, Forbes Media
Stephen Diorio
Chief Analyst, CMO Practice
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